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SAMPLE REPORT

MARRIAGE - 5 YEARS
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NC
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17 Hrs.-00 Min.
M
Kanpur
Uttar Pradesh
INDIA

Dear Mr. NC,
THANKS FOR CHOOSING http://www.astroconsultants.in/ and trusting us with your query and allowing
me to do the reading on your unique horoscope on the subject of Marriage.
Please find below the Married Life / Marriage Prospects Report made especially for you:
Next 5 years [Till August 2017] - an overview of Married Life / Marriage Prospects:

Understanding your natal chart:
Ascendant
1. Lagna (1st house) stands for self, health, longevity, happiness, physical body, appearance, nature,
disposition etc
2. According to your horoscope, GEMINI is your ascendant and its lord MERCURY is placed in 4 th
house and it is in own house with Virgo sign.
3. 4th house stands for domestic happiness, comforts, Mother, property (hereditary, landed,
constructed), Fixed assets, conveyances, Trade, crops etc
7th house
1. The 7th house stands for spouse, marriage, sexual desires, and general happiness.
2. In your natal chart, JUPITER is the lord of 7th house and also the 10th house which stands for
stands for career, occupation and profession.
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3. JUPITER is placed in 3rd house stands for stamina, courage longevity, younger brother,
neighbors, brokerage, commissions, communication etc.
4. One more planet SUN is posited in 3rd house and it is in own house.
5. Your 7th house, receives the aspects of its own lord – JUPITER.
VENUS
1. VENUS is the Karaka (significator) for love, romance, sex, the beauties and pleasures of marriage
life.
2. In your natal chart, the VENUS is placed in your Lagna.
3. VENUS is the lord of 5th house as well as the lord of 12th house and it is in RAHU – KETU axis.
4. 12th house stands for bed comforts, losses, expenditure, sexual enjoyment, foreign travels,
moksha. etc.
5. In your natal chart VENUS is in the Punarvasu Nakshatra (lord In your natal chart,).

JUPITER
1. JUPITER is the main planet as a significator of marriage / married life.
2. JUPITER is in Poorva Phalguni Nakshatra (Lord VENUS).

Understanding the current and next 5 years Dasha and sub Dashas:
MAJOR DASHA RUNNING PERIODS:
From balance of Year 2012 to July 2017:
Balance of

Saturn / Mars

up to

21st September 2012

Saturn / Rahu

up to

29th July 2015

Saturn / Jupiter / Moon

up to

July 2017

Since February 1999 you are running the Dasha (main period) of SATURN. This dasha is expected to
give you more good results than bad results, but with lesser intensity. You are likely to have good
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materialistic gains. Similarly you may have good experience in the matters of relationships with spouse
but may somewhere feel deficiency in quality.
Period wise forecast:
The results given below are based on the understanding that it is your first marriage.
Otherwise results WILL VARY WIDELY IN DEGREE AND TIMING.
INTERPRETATION OF THE PERIODS MAJOR DASHA RUNNING PERIODS:
DETAILED READINGS:

Balance of

Saturn / Mars

up to

21st September 2012

1. You may find yourself unhappy with your present environment and old routine at home and you are
unlikely to be very passionately indulgent during this period.
2. There is a possibility that your time and attention is divided between home, married life and
professional commitments. If at this moment you have no interest or are indecisive about level of
interest in your married life, channelize your extra energy to get fit- both mentally and physically. This
will leave you stimulated in every area of your life and ready for any opportunity that knocks on your
door.
3. Intense emotions (both positive and negative), very sensitive nature are expected to be part of your
nature during this year.
4. At the same time, you may be tormented by worries over your health, Headache / nervy / mental
aberrations etc. This will sometimes make you prone to irritation.
5. There shall be a shift in focus from enjoying the married life to complexities in the married life. Matters
such as travel, faith, religion / spirituality, etc. are likely to be a part of your day to day life.
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6. It is recommended by the diving through the movement of planets that shile dealing with your spouse,
you must keep her choices and preferences also in mind. It is good to align with each other’s moods
and needs. As for you, you are blessed with a loving nature, sensitive mind, learned personality,
virtuous, sociable but over- fussy in details.
7. Your nature is kind, sympathetic and caring but you have periods of angry / unkind / selfish nature
with regards to love matters or relations with spouse.
8. While you would like to have a joyful and long life which is grand and full of comforts, yet there would
be circumstances which would spoil your happy married life and you will have to be extra vigilant not
let such a thing occur.
9. Undoubtedly this year is makes you concerned about certain matters such as your domestic life, your
mother / father in law, married / love life, life partner and related matters.
Saturn / Rahu

up to

29th July 2015

1. It is also observed that you are unlikely to have an emotionally pleasing experience. As per the Dasha
system, during this period you are expected be very active / hectic. You are likely to be very indulgent
(or wanting to be) during this period.
2. Certain trait in your nature / personality is likely to strain the quality of personal relationship and in
turn that is going to motivate you in life.
3. The focus is likely to change from enjoying the marriage to finding comfort outside of the marriage.
4. You may be at the risk of bruising your ego and if so then you will have the greatest difficulty turning
your intention into real action. Your sensitivity / mood may prevent you from materializing your ideas.
5. During this period, you are expected to be not in the best disposition to interact with your spouse
which will give new impetus to your life.
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6. You may have to put in extra efforts to prevent the possibilities of cracks in relationship or
unpleasantness in your relationship / married life.
7. Clarity of communication and self expression should be more important to you now. This is one of the
reasons why your emotions play an important role in the scheme of things. You're guided by your
emotions.
8. This period may not stimulate your passions.
9. This is likely to frustrate harmonious aspect your energies, emotional, sensuous and affectionate. In
general you are going to be much unsure of expressing your emotions.
10. At the same time, you are likely to be very self indulgent during this period and end up getting some
what upset as a result.
11. Perhaps it would be a good idea to surprise your spouse with an energetic body, readiness and
willingness to undertake journeys, willingness to take risks and challenges and at times rash
tendencies; in mood for changes, fond of music, art and good things.
Saturn / Jupiter / Moon

up to

July 2017

1. Throughout this period, the focus will be on the matters of home / progeny /domestic affairs &
interaction within the environment of a few variations in the circumstances and events.
2. During this period you will be called upon to maintain a fine balance between the professional matters
on one side and the family matters plus the relationship with the spouse on the other side. With the
passage of time, the circumstances and priorities are likely to change a bit and the matters such as
domestic life, growth of family, professional earnings & gains, wealth etc. will continue to be in your
day to day life.
3. On the negative side, there are indications of unromantic marriage life, charm less relationship.
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4. Certain values in you shall affect the quality of personal relationship and in turn that is going to give
some dissatisfaction to you in life.
5. There is a likelihood of quick changes in your emotional experience. As per the movement of the
planets, during this period, you are expected be very lively / full of life. Therefore to ward off the
tendencies to be fickle minded / having fear complex is well within you.
6. Your circle of friends will be limited but they shall the very close to you.
7. During this period, you will a witness to see - saw of physical love, emotional attachments on side and
some apprehension about the bliss of the married life on the other side.
8. The key for success and happiness in day to day life is to go with the flow. Live your life as well as
your dreams fully. Have fun and be willing to take full responsibility for your actions.
9. Your persuasive manner and gentle nudges are enough to get your spouse where you want her.
OVERVIEW:
The coming five years are characterized by a few trends which are:
1. As you are a intense lover / husband and emotionally you expect a lot in love / marriage matters.
2. Intermittent periods will see in you experiencing alternate periods of physical love, emotional
attachments on one side and some threats to the happiness of the married life on the other side.
I wish you all the very best in your endeavors and pray to almighty to bestow health, happiness and
prosperity on you.
BEST WISHES,
SUNDEEP KATARIA
ASTROCONSULTANT

Please Note: All Predictions And Opinion Provided Are Based On The Birth Data Provided By The
Querist. Any Discrepancy Or Doubt About The Birth Details Can Render The Entire Opinion Unreliable.
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